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Questions????

1.  Why did you sign up to take AP Psychology?

2.  How does it feel when you do your best?

3.  If we know we are going to feel good when we do 
our best; then why don’t we do our best all of the time?  
Or more often?

4.  What is motivation?

5.  Do you think that our motivation changes as we age?

6.  Besides money, what motivates adults to go to work?





Motivation

▪ Motivation

▪ a need or desire that energizes 
and directs behavior*  or

▪ Is what (feelings or ideas) drives 
us to seek a specific goal

Motives-what drives behavior and 
accounts for why we do what we 
do.



Motivation

Is a construct…we infer motivation from 
behaviors we observe.

This chapter explores several theories of 
motivation.

There are 4 main motives: hunger, sex, 
belonging and achievement, and the 
relationship that exists between nature & 
nurture.



▪ Psychologists have searched for the roots 
of behavior, attempting to understand 
why we do what we do.

▪ This quest to understand motivation has 
led psychology in several directions, thus 
examining biological, cognitive & clinical 
explanations for behavior.



1.  INSTINCT/EVOLUTIONARY 

THEORY

▪ -In the early 1900’s, psychologists 
followed the instinct theory, but today it is 
referred to as the evolutionary theory.

▪ Instinct -

Is an unlearned,complex behavior that 
has a fixed patterned throughout a 
species. 



In the first published psych textbook, (1890), 
William James listed 37 human instincts, 
including mental instincts such as cleanliness, 
jealousy & curiosity.  Instinct was the original 
psychological explanation for human motivation.  
Many theorists thought James list was 
inadequate and added more & more instincts 
and the list swelled to over 10,000 instincts.  
Instead of explaining human behavior, the 
theorists just named it.



Instinct theory grew as the result of the 
popularity of Charles Darwin’s 
evolutionary theory.

Psychologists began to believe that genes 
predispose a species typical behavior.

For example:  an infant’s sucking & rooting 
reflexes or imprinting in birds.



2.  Drive-Reduction 

Theory - Clark Hull

▪ Instinct theory was replaced by drive-reduction 
theory:
▪ the idea that a physiological need creates an aroused 

tension state (a drive) that motivates an organism to 
satisfy the need.

Drive-reducing

behaviors

(eating, drinking)

Need

(e.g., for

food, water)

Drive

(hunger, thirst)



A NEED is defined as one of our requirements 
for survival. (food, water or shelter)

A DRIVE is our impulse to act in a way to 
satisfy this need.  A state of tension is created 
from an internal imbalance.

Most physiological needs create psychological 
states that drive us to reduce or satisfy those 
needs.  The aim of

Drive reduction theory is:



Motivation

▪ Homeostasis

▪ the tendency to maintain a balanced or 
constant internal state.

Drives are categorized in 2 ways:

Primary Drives – biological needs

Secondary Drives –are learned drives (money)

The problem with this theory is that it does not explain all 
our motivations, such as the need for excitement or 
speed.



3.  AROUSAL THEORY

We are motivated by seeking an optimum 
level of excitement or arousal. We are 
driven by the need to explore, to satisfy 
our curiosity.  Each of us has an optimum 
level of stimulation that we like to 
maintain.  Look out how your relax when 
you are stressed out?  Do you go for a 
walk, read a book, or do you workout?



4.  Maslow’s Hierarchy of 

Needs

Abraham Maslow (1908-1970) was a humanistic 
psychologist.  Humanists focus on fulfilling 
one’s potential.  Humans strive for personal 
growth..that basic needs must be satisfied 
before moving on to the next level.

Maslow believed that not all needs are created 
equal.  He described a hierarchy of needs that 
predicts which needs we are motivated to 
satisfy first.



Maslow’s Hierarchy of 

Needs

▪ begins at the 
base with 
physiological 
needs that must 
first be satisfied

▪ then higher-level 
safety needs 
become active 

▪ then 
psychological 
needs become 
active

Self-actualization needs
Need to live up to one’s 

fullest and unique potential

Esteem needs
Need for self-esteem,

achievement, competence,
and independence; need for

recognition and respect from others

Safety needs
Need to feel that the world is organized and 

predictable; need to feel safe, secure, and stable

Belongingness and love needs
Need to love and be loved, to belong 

and be accepted; need to avoid 
loneliness and alienation

Physiological needs
Need to satisfy hunger and thirst



Find a scene from a 

television show or movie that 

demonstrates each theory of 

motivation – be sure to only 

use school appropriate 

scenes!



Four main motives of humans

1.  Hunger

2.  Sexual Motivation

3.  The Need to Belong

4.  The Need for Achievement



HUNGER MOTIVATION

Physiological influences such as levels of 
glucose, leptin & orexin contribute to our 
desire to eat.

The hypothalamus functions like a 
thermostat maintains the set point for 
weight…but the environment also triggers 
the desire to eat.  External cues (sights, 
smells, images) and culture also motivate 
our need for hunger.



Motivation-Hunger

▪ The 
hypothalamus 
controls 
eating and 
other body 
maintenance 
functions



TWO HYPOTHALMIC CENTERS

THAT HELP CONTROL EATING

Activity in the Lateral Hypothalamus (located on the 
sides), brings on hunger.
When electrically stimulated there, a well fed animal 
begins to eat; when the area is destroyed, the animal 
shows no interest in eating.  The lateral hypothalamus 
releases orexin.
Activity in the Ventromedial hypothalamus (lower 
middle area of the hypothalamus), depresses hunger.  
Stimulate this area and an animal will stop eating, 
destroy it and the animal’s stomach & intestines process 
food more rapidly, causing it to eat more often and 
become fat.







Motivation-Hunger

▪ Stomach contractions accompany our feelings of hunger



Motivation-Hunger



Motivation-Hunger

▪ Glucose

▪ the form of sugar that circulates in 
the blood

▪ provides the major source of 
energy for body tissues

▪ when its level is low, we feel 
hunger



Motivation-Hunger

▪ Set Point

▪ the point at which an individual’s 
“weight thermostat” is supposedly set

▪ when the body falls below this weight, 
an increase in hunger and a lowered 
metabolic rate may act to restore the 
lost weight

▪ Basal Metabolic Rate

▪ body’s base rate of energy expenditure



Eating Disorders

▪ Anorexia Nervosa
▪ when a normal-weight person diets and 

becomes significantly (>15%) underweight, 
yet, still feeling fat, continues to starve

▪ usually an adolescent female, has a distorted 
self-perception of being too fat.

▪ Bulimia Nervosa
▪ disorder characterized by episodes of 

overeating, usually of high-calorie foods, 
followed by vomiting, laxative use, fasting, or 
excessive exercise



Sexual Motivation

▪ Sex
▪ a physiologically based motive, like hunger, but 

it is more affected by learning, values & culture.  
The psychology of sexual motivation seeks to 
describe & explain sexually motivated behaviors 
& to treat sexual disorders.

▪ Sexual Response Cycle
▪ the four stages of sexual responding described 

by Masters and Johnson 
▪ excitement

▪ plateau

▪ orgasm

▪ resolution



Sexual Motivation

▪ Refractory Period
▪ resting period after orgasm, during which a 

man cannot achieve another orgasm

▪ Sexual Orientation
▪ an enduring sexual attraction toward 

members of either one’s own gender 
(homosexual orientation) or the other gender 
(heterosexual orientation)



Sexual Motivation



ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION

Is the desire for significant 
accomplishments; for a mastery of things, 
people or ideas; for attaining a high 
standard.

Henry Murray in 1938 first defined a 
person’s strong need for achievement.  

High achievement motivation has 
emotional & cognitive roots.



2 Types of Achievement 

Motivation

INTRINISIC MOTIVATION-is the desire to 
perform a behavior for it’s own sake, because it 
is fun or you want to do it.

EXTRINSIC MOTIVATION-is the desire to 
perform a behavior because of promised 
rewards or threats of punishment.

Research indicates that intrinsic motivation is 
better & results in high achievement.



How to motivate ourselves?

1.  Associate your high achievement with 
positive emotions.

2.  Connect your achievement with your 
efforts.

3.  Set high expectations for oneself.



Motivation at Work

▪ Flow

▪ a completely, involved, focused state of 
consciousness, with diminished awareness of 
self and time, resulting from optimal 
engagement of one’s skills

▪ Industrial/Organizational (I/O) Psychology

▪ the application of psychological concepts and 
methods to optimizing human behavior in 
workplaces



Motivation at Work

▪ Personnel Psychology

▪ sub-field of I-O psychology that focuses on 
employee recruitment, selection, placement, 
training, appraisal, and development  

▪ Organizational Psychology

▪ Sub-field of I-O psychology that examines 
organizational influences on worker 
satisfaction and productivity and facilitates 
organizational change



Motivation at Work

▪ Structured Interview

▪ process that asks the same job-
relevant questions of all applicants

▪ rated on established scales



Two Types of Leadership 

Styles

▪ Task Leadership

▪ goal-oriented leadership that sets 
standards, organizes work, and focuses 
attention on goals

▪ Social Leadership

▪ group-oriented leadership that builds 
teamwork, mediates conflict, and offers 
support



Types of Management 

Views

▪ Theory X

▪ assumes that workers are basically lazy, 
error-prone, and extrinsically motivated by 
money 

▪ workers should be directed from above

▪ Theory Y

▪ assumes that, given challenge and freedom, 
workers are motivated to achieve self-esteem 
and to demonstrate their competence and 
creativity


